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ABSTRACT 

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSI) storage modules are typically supported by a concrete slab on 
grade. Seismic analyses taking into the effect of soil-structure interaction (SSI) are usually performed to determine the 
seismic responses of both the modules and the slab. Parametric SSI analyses of a representative arrangement of the 
ISFSI storage modules and slab are made in an attempt to establish some rules of thumb for (a) the minimum soil 
stiffness for which the effect of SSI becomes negligible, (b) the validity for assuming the slab to be rigid in the SSI 
analysis, and (c) the applicability of simplified SSI analysis techniques, such as a soil spring approach, in comparison 
with a much more sophisticated technique such as the S ASSI code. Such rules of thumb help determine the need of an 
SSI analysis for a given ISFSI facility and, when it is needed, the applicability of a simplified SSI analysis technique. 

INTRODUCTION 

The storage modules at an ISFSI facilitY are typically supported by an open concrete slab on grade. The storage modules 
usually sit on the slab unanchored. For soil sites, a seismic soil-structure interaction (SSI) analysis of the storage 
modules and slab is usually performed to determine the seismic loads on both the modules and slab. In the event the 
potential of excessive overturning/sliding of the modules becomes a concern based on the results of the SSI analysis, 
additional analyses of the storage module will be needed, using the seismic response of the slab at the base of the module 
as input, to confirm the stability of the modules or to determine the loads for the design of stabilizing hardware. 
For nuclear plant structures, the base slab is enclosed and stiffened in out-of-plane direction by the maze of walls and 
structures from above, and may usually be taken to be a rigid slab in the SSI analysis { 1 ]. The ISFSI slab, however, is 
open and the storage modules do not provide any out-of-plane stiffening to the slab. The characteristics of the SSI 
response of the ISFSI slab is therefore expected to be somewhat different from those of the base slab in a typical nuclear 
plant structure. In view of this, a parametric study is made of the SSI response of an ISFSI including 60 storage modules 
symmetrically arranged on a 2.5' thick concrete pad and subjected to a free-field ground motion at the grade that has a 
peak ground acceleration of 0.3g in both the horizontal and vertical directions. Four different cases of soil are 
considered - one case of a uniform half space of soil and three cases of a single soil layer overlying a soil half space. The 
study is intended to establish some rules of thumb, based on the maximum acceleration responses from the analyses, 
regarding (a) the minimum soil stiffness for the SSI effect on the seismic response to be negligible, (b) the validity for 
the assumption of a rigid slab in the SSI analysis and (c) the applicability of simplified SSI techniques such as the soil 
spring method when compared to a much more sophisticated technique such as the SASSI technique described in [2]. 
Evaluation for the potential of sliding and/or overturning of the storage modules is beyond the scope of the study. 

STORAGE MODULES, SLAB AND FOUNDATION SOILS 

The idealized ISFSI considered in the study contains a total of 60 storage modules that are symmetrically located on the 
concrete slab. Each storage module weighs about 480 kip. The cylindrical concrete cask for each storage module is 10' 
in diameter and 20' tall. The concrete slab is 2.5' thick and 98'x 174' in plan. See Fig. 1. 
For the purpose of the study, each storage module is represented simply by the 2-mass stick model shown in Fig. 2. 
Table 2 shows the modal frequencies of the stick model. The storage module is essentially rigid because the frequency 
of the fundamental mode is about 29 and 102 Hz in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The structural 
damping of the storage module is taken to be 4% per mode. 
Four different but simple soil conditions are considered. They can all be generically expressed as a soil layer overlying a 
soil half space, with the thickness of the soil layer being H (Fig. 1). Table 1 lists the soil properties and the thickness of 
the soil layer. Note that Case 1 represents the limiting case of one uniform half space because the soil layer and the half 
space below have the same properties. 

SSI ANALYSIS AND INPUT GROUND MOTION 

The SSI technique implemented in the original SASSI code [2] is capable of explicitly modeling the concrete slab in the 
analysis. Thus the SSI analysis using the SASSI technique forms the basis for this study. The analysis is made by 
applying the Duke Engineering & Services version of the SASSI code [3]. In the SASSI code, the analysis is carried out 



in the frequency domain using the method of complex response. As part of the study, a soil spring technique is also used 
to calculate the SSI responses. In this simplified technique, the slab is assumed rigid and approximate, frequency- 
independent impedance (springs and dampers) given in [4], modified as necessary, are used to represent the foundation 
soils. The SSI analyses with these two different techniques and the input ground motion are briefly discussed in the 
following. 

(A) SSI Analysis with the SASSI Technique 
Because the storage modules are arranged symmetrically about both principal axes on the rectangular slab, it is sufficient 
to consider only 1,4 of the slab in the SSI model. Plate elements are used to model the slab (Fig. 3). Each of the storage 
modules is represented by the stick model shown in Fig. 2. The rigid beams at the base of the stick model facilitate the 
connectivity with the plate element nodes on the slab. For the modeling of the foundation soils, the soil layer of 
thickness H, as shown in Fig. 1 (b), is subdivided into a sufficient number of sub-layers so that seismic waves with 
frequencies up to about 30 Hz will be captured in the analysis process. 
As always, if the slab may be assumed rigid as far as the SSI response is concerned, the total number of dynamic degrees 
of freedom of the SSI model and hence the computer running time would be significantly reduced. Soil Cases 1 and 2 
are chosen in the study to examine the validity of the rigid slab assumption. 
The free-field input ground motion is given at the grade. It is represented by a suite of three components of synthetic 
time histories. Each component of time history is compatible with the corresponding design spectrum shown in 
Regulatory Guide 1.60 of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission [6], having a peak ground acceleration of 0.30g in 
all three directions. 

(B) SSI Analysis with a Soil Spring Technique 
Assuming the slab to be rigid, Ref. [4] provides the following approximate formulas for the impedance springs, K, and 
dampers, C, for a rigid, rectangular footing (BxL in plan) founded on the surface of a uniform soil half space that is 
characterized by a shear wave velocity, Vs and shear modulus, G, or Poisson's ratio, It: 
Horizontal translation: KH = 2(I+~)GI3x [BL] 1/2 C H = 0.576 KHRH/Vs 
Vertical translation: Kz = Gl3z [BL]l/z/(1-tx) Cz = 0.85 KzRz/Vs Eq. (1) 
Rocking about a horizontal axis: K v = GI3 v B2L/(1-~) C v = [0.30/(l+Bv)]KvR v/Vs 
Ix, ~ ,  tv - constants associated with horizontal translation, vertical translation and rocking (see Fig. 5) 
RH = radius of an equivalent circular footing for horizontal translation = (1+~)(7-8~)13x[BL]l/2/16(1-~) 
Rz = radius of an equivalent circular footing for vertical translation - [3z[BL]l/2/4 
R v = radius of an equivalent circular footing for rocking = [313vBEL/8] 1/3 

By = 3(1-~)Io/(89R 5) 
Io = total mass moment of inertia of slab and all storage modules about the horizontal axis 
Eq. (1) is applicable only to the uniform soil half space in soil Case 1. For soil Cases 2 to 4, Ref. [7] suggests that the 
effect of soil layering may be approximately accounted for by increasing the impedance springs, K, in Eq. (1) according 
to the following empirical formulas: 
K H -- KH(I+ RH/2H); K_.z = Kz(l+ 1.28Rz/H); K v = Kv(I+ Rv/6H) Eq. (2) 
Eq. (2) implies that the half space below the soil layer is rigid. The soil half space in soil Cases 2 to 4, however, is far 
from being rigid. In addition, past experiences with SSI analyses of nuclear plant structures indicate that the impedance 
damping for a layered soil profile typically is somewhat smaller than that for a uniform half space. Accordingly, more 
general empirical formulas are proposed here to modify both the impedance springs and dampers given in Eq. (1), taking 
into account the effect of the impedance ratio, VR - (YVs)i/(yVs)n, between the soil layer and the soil half space beneath: 
0~ u -" (1+ Tan*RH/2H); K H  = KHtXH ; ____CH - CH/ (~H 

C~z = (1+ Tan* 1.28Rz/H); K_.z = Kztxz ; C_C_z = Cz/(Zz Eq. (3) 
~v = (1+ Tan*Rv/6H); K v = Kvc~ v ; C v = Cv/c~ v 
in which, Tan = tan(tan~VR - 45 °) and it varies from 0.0 for a uniform soil half space (VR = 1) to 1.0 for a soil layer 
overlying a rigid half space (VR = 0). Table 3 shows the values of Tan, ~x, and impedance springs and dampers for the 
rigid, 98'x174' slab with the four soil cases. 
A simplified plane frame model is used in the SSI analysis with the soil spring technique. In Fig. 4, SSI Model (a) 
represents 3/60 = 1/20 of the total SSI system and is for input motion in the X or Z direction. SSI Model (b) represents 
5/60 = 1/12 of the total system and is for input motion in the Y direction. Thus, the impedance shown in Table 3 is 
proportionally scaled for the respective SSI models. Using the same input ground motion mentioned previously, the SSI 
responses are calculated with the modal superposition method of time history analysis in which the composite modal 
damping of the SSI system is determined in accordance with the technique described in [5]. Table 4 shows the modal 
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frequencies and composite modal damping values for both SSI models. Comparing Tables 2 and 4 suggests that the 
storage module is so stiff the SSI response is expected to be that of a rigid structure on relatively soft soils. 

RESULTS 

Table 5 shows the maximum SSI response accelerations at the top (M1), mid point (M2) and base (M3) of two diagonally 
separated storage modules, A and B, (see Figs. 3 and 4) for all parametric cases considered in the study. Note that the 
response acceleration at the base of the module, M3, represents also that of the slab at the same location. 
SASSI Technique 
• Horizontal accelerations, Ax and Ay, at the slab vary narrowly from 0.33g to 0.37g among the four soil cases. 

Vertical accelerations, Az, at the slab vary from about 0.3 lg (Cases 1 and 3) to 0.35g and 0.37g (Cases 2 and 4, 
respectively) and appear sensitive to the effect of soil layering when the layer is thin compared to the longer 
dimension of the slab (e.g., 100' in layer thickness in Cases 2 and 4 vs. 174' in longer dimension of the slab). 

• Significant amplification in horizontal accelerations occurs at the top of both modules in soil Case 4. In particular, it 
occurs at Module A in all soil cases. However, when the slab is assumed rigid in Cases 1 and 2, the amplification is 
essentially null, implying that rigid-body rocking of the slab due to SSI is negligibly small. Since the module is 
essentially rigid in both horizontal and vertical vibrations, local bending deformation of the slab, which varies with 
the location of the individual modules, is the only possible reason for the amplification. Similarly, local deformation 
of the slab contributes to the variation in vertical accelerations between Modules A and B in soil Case 4. 

• In soil Cases 1 and 2, the rigid slab assumption appears reasonable for both horizontal accelerations at the slab and 
also for Ax at the top of the module but substantially underestimates Ay at the top of the modules. It also 
underestimates Az. 

Soil Spring Technique 
At the top of the modules, the soil spring technique gives accelerations that are conservative compared to those from the 
SASSI technique when the slab is assumed rigid in Cases 1 and 2. At the slab, the soil spring technique is conservative 
for the horizontal accelerations comparable for the vertical accelerations in all soil cases when compared to the SASSI 
technique without the rigid slab assumption, except for the vertical accelerations at the base of Module A in soil Case 4. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Given the configuration of the ISFSI slab and storage modules considered in the parametric study, we reach the 
following conclusions: 
• For the surface soil layer having a shear wave velocity up to 1500 ft/sec, the SSI effect still appears significant and 

the assumption of a rigid slab appears sufficient only for the horizontal acceleration response of the slab and not for 
the horizontal and vertical acceleration response of the modules. Additional study is needed to establish the 
minimum shear wave velocity of the surface soil for the SSI effect to be negligible and the assumption of a rigid slab 
to be sufficient. 

• When the slab may be assumed rigid, the soil spring technique appears sufficient compared to the SASSI technique. 
It will be of great interest to enhance the soil spring technique in which the ISFSI slab need not be assumed rigid. 
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T a b l e  1 So i l  P r o p e r t i e s  U s e d  in the  P a r a m e t r i c  S t u d y  

Soil 
Case 

H (ft) Soil I (Layer) 

y(kcf) V s 

(ft/sec) 
"1 100 0.110 

2 100 0.110 
3 180 0.110 
4 100 0.120 

Vp 

(ft/sec) 
800 2500 
800 2500 
800 2500 

1500 4000 

G (ksf) 

0.443 2185 
0.443 2185 
0.443 2185 
0.418 8385 

Soil II (Half Space) 
~,(kcf) V s Vp 

0.110 
0.135 
0.135 
0.135 

(ft/sec) (ft/sec) 
800 2500 

3000 5500 
3000 5500 
3000 5500 

* Soil Case 1 is the same as the simple case of a uniform soil half space starting at the finished grade. 

Table 2 Modal Frequencies of a Fixed-Based Storage Module 

Mode Freq. (Hz) 

1 28.9 
2 84.7 
3 101.6 

Modal Mass Ratio 
Horizontal (X or Y) Vertical (Z) 

0.85 
0.15 

- 0.97 



Table 3 Frequency-Independent Impedance for the ISFSI Concrete Pad (98'x174') 

B 
fit) 

98 

98 

174 

Note: 

L 
fit) 

174 

174 

98 

REQ B~ Impedance 
fit) 

1.00 

0.45 

2.20 

0.95 

0.60 

I'i::'~'~ ~ i  *Kx 

........ ,~:i ~ * C x 

(k-sec/ft) 

*Kvv 
66 0.0444 (k-ft/rad) 

* C y y  

(k-ft-sec/rad) 

72 l : :: :::1 (k/ft) I 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: (k-sec/ft) I 

69 (k/fi) 
• * C y . 

I ~: ii ~1 (k-sec/ft) 
I **Kxx 

87 0.0342 (k-ft/rad) 

* * C x x  

(k-ft-sec/rad) 

Soil Case 1 Soil Case 2 Soil Case 3 Soil Case 4 
Tan  = 0 .00 T a n  = 0 .64 T a n  = 0 .64 Tan  = 0.42 

8.239E5 1.017E6 9.310E5 3.281E6 
( ~  = 1.00) (t~ = 1.23) (ct = 1.13) (t~ = 1.15) 

4.335E4 3.513E4 3.837E4 6.894E4 

2.952E9 3.158E9 3.066E9 1.039E10 
(t~ = 1.00.) (ct = 1.07) (t~ = 1.04) (t~ = 1.05) 

6.950E7 6.496E7 6.690E7 1.190E8 

1.128E6 1.791E6 1.496E6 5.259E6 
(~  = 1.00) (t~ = 1.59) (ct = 1.33) (t~ = 1.39) 

8.605E4 5.418E4 6.485E4 1.114E5 

7.828E5 9.566E5 8.794E5 3.096E6 
(ct = 1.00) ( ~  = 1.22) (ct = 1.12) (t2 = 1.15) 

3.912E4 3.201E4 3.483E4 6.283E4 

6.988E9 7.639E9 7.350E9 2.495E 10 
( ~  = 1.00) (ct = 1.09) (c~ = 1.05) (t~ = 1.06) 

2.215E8 2.026E8 2.105E8 3.739E8 

* k & c in soil spring SSI model (a) for input in X or Z direction = 3/60 or 1/20 times corresponding K & C in 
table. 

** k & c in soil spring SSI model (b) for input in Y direction = 5/60 or 1/12 times corresponding K & C in table. 

Table 4 Modal Frequency and Damping of the Soil Spring SSI Model 

Model 

(a) 

(a) 

(b) 

Input 
Direction 

X 

Y 

Mode Soil Case 1 
No. fj Mass *~i 

(Hz) Ratio 

1 4.3 0.99 68% 

2 9.6 0.01 54% 

1 5.1 1.00 80% 

1 4.2 0.99 65% 

2 7.9 0.01 80% 

Soil Case 2 
fj Mass *~j 

(Hz) Ratio 

4.7 0.99 50% 

10.0 0.01 69% 

6.4 1.00 61% 

4.6 0.99 48% 

8.0 0.01 80% 

Soil Case 3 
fj Mass *~j 

(Hz) Ratio 

4.6 0.99 57% 

9.8 0.01 64% 

5.9 1.00 80% 

4.4 0.99 54% 

7.9 0.01 80% 

Soil Case 4 
fj Mass *~. 

J 
(Hz) Ratio 

8.4 0.99 52% 

17.7 0.01 61% 

11.0 1.00 73% 

8.1 0.98 50% 

13.1 0.02 80% 

* ~j is the composite modal damping which is truncated to 80% whenever the calculated value exceeds 80%. 



Table 5 Maximum Response Accelerations 

Soil Case 

1 

(Rigid Slab) 

2 

(Rigid Slab) 

Storage 

Module 

Node 

M1 (Top) 
M2 (Middle) 

M3 (Base) 

M1 (Top) 

M2 (Middle) 
M3 (Base) 

M1 (Top) 

M2 (Middle) 

M3 (Base) 

M1 (Top) 

M2 (Middle) 
M3 (Base) 

M1 (Top) 

M2 (Middle) 

M3 (Base) 

Max Ax (g) 

SASSI 

0.35 

0.34 

0.35 

0.37 

0.36 

0.34 

0.35 

0.34 

0.34 

0.35 

0.34 

0.34 

0.37 

0.36 

0.36 

M1 (Top) 0.38 

M2 (Middle) 0.36 
M3 (Base) 

M1 (Top) 

M2 (Middle) 

M3 (Base) 

M1 (Top) 

M2 (Middle) 
M3 (Base) 

M1 (Top) 

M2 (Middle) 

M3 (Base) 

M1 (Top) 

M2 (Middle) 
M3 (Base) 

M1 (Top) 

M2 (Middle) 
M3 (Base) 

M1 (Top) 

M2 (Middle) 

0.35 

0.36 

0.35 

0.35 

0.36 

0.35 

0.35 

0.35 

0.35 

0.36 

0.38 

0.36 

0.35 

0,42 

0.36 

0.34 

0.43 

0.37 

0.33 

Soil Sprin~l 

0.37 

0.37 

0.36 

0.37 

0.37 

0.36 

0.37 

Max Ay (g) 

SASSI 

0 , 5 2  ~, 
0 .42  

| . . . .  | 

0.35 

0.40 

0.37 

0.34 

0.35 

0.37 O.35 
| 

0.36 0.35 
| 

0.37 0.35 

0.37 0.35 

0.35 

o15o 
0.36 

0.41 

0.41 0.41 
| 

0.40 0.36 

0.41 0.41 

0.41 0.38 

0.35 

0.36 

0.36 

0.35 

0.40 

0.41 

0.41 

0.40 

0.41 0.36 

0.41 0.36 

0.40 

0.39 

0.39 

0.38 

0.39 

0.39 

0.38 

0.37 

0.36 

0.36 

0.37 

0.36 

0.35 

0.53 
0.43 

0.34 

0.41 

0.36 

0.33 

0.49 

0.42 

0.37 

0,47 

0.41 

0.35 

Soil Sprin~ 

0.38 

0.38 

0.38 

0.38 

0.38 

0.38 

0.38 

0.38 

0.38 

0.38 

0.38 

0.38 

0.42 

0.42 

0.41 

0.42 

0.42 

0.41 

0.42 

0.42 

0.41 

0.42 

0.42 

0.41 

0.41 

0.40 

0.40 

0.41 

0.40 

0.40 

0.42 

0.41 

0.40 

0.42 

0.41 

0.40 

SASSI 

0.31 

0.31 

0.31 

0.31 

0.31 

0.31 

0.28 

0.28 

0.28 

0.29 

0.29 

0.29 

0.35 

0.35 

0.35 

0.33 

0.32 

0.32 

0.30 

0.30 

0.30 

0.31 

0.31 

0.31 

0.32 

0.32 

0.32 

0.31 
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Note: Highlighted boxes indicate where SASSI results exceed the Soil Spring results by more than 10%. 
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